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Chapter 1 : Golden Books and Other Children's Books : EBTH
The Little Mailman was very thoughtful and devised a plan to involve all of the others on Bayberry Lane to show
friendliness to Mrs. Pig. This is a heartwarming book that I will never forget. The mid to late s were a time of peace and
innocence in my life.

Elite Loop enjoy a Niagra of Credit -- and they set the terms on which they shall have it. There is only one
way to fix this. But the banks pay this money back into trade and commerce when they pay their ordinary
business expenses, their salaries and wages, and also pay interest to their depositors". I agree that the profits
are plowed back into the economy. The fact of the matter is that when more has to be paid monetary capital
plus interest back - in the aggregate - than is loaned into existence monetary capita there is has to be a
bookkeeping shortfall. If one sector pays back its debt it puts an increased burden on the other sectors. The
solution provided by the banking sector is to redefine increasingly worthless collateral as worthy of loans.
Collateral was historically land, then stock and crops, for the wholesale market, It has progressed to the point
that collateral can be identified as Potential earnings, or as one economist has said, "the smell of a rose". Dick
Eastman, in support of Goertzen and going somewhat further. Furthermore, problems arise when organized
crime gets hold of the money supply and creates effectively two money systems, one for each loop. And the
lower domestic economy loop which is kept on starvation rations of purchasing power, just enough to get the
work done that the corporations want done -- like a nation of Wal Mart employees. The abundance of easy
money and perpetual boom time for the elite loop comes in part by its engine of M3 money creation, the open
market securities market of the New York Federal Reserve, where the Fed becomes the money market account
of international speculators. When they want to plunder a nation with loans or buy-outs they sell some of their
trillions of bond holdings to the Fed in exchange for a checking account which counts as fresh surplus reserves
which, under the existing fractional reserve system, may be lent out except for the fraction that must be held
back for reserve. But the check that is spent is also deposited and that amount also becomes fresh reserves of
which a fraction may be lent out, and that leads to new check leads to another deposit and another loan until
all of the original amount has become required reserves holding a multiple amount of loans afloat. This is the
so-called multiplier effect, whereby a small an initial amount of new reserves created by an open market sale
of securities to the Fed results in a multiple of new money created within the system. That is first-class
accommodations on "spaceship earth. We never get to see any of that free-flowing elastic Open Market
money. Ours is the loop of checkbook money created by bank loans -- bank loans that expand or contract also
according to a multiplier effect that is tied to the "discount rate" which is the rate at which the Fed makes loans
to banks to keep them from falling below their reserve requirement. The money we send into the Financial
System as often as not never comes around our way again. Elite Loop enjoy a Niagara of Credit -- and they set
the terms. The Lower Loop must take the small "inflation fighting ration of credit that the Fed allows when it
sets the discount rate affecting the amount of loans outstanding, our M1 money supply. Furthermore, the elite
loop like to play with the government sector and the foreign trade sectors as well. They force the government
into debt -- or rather the stooges whose elections they bankroll and promote on their monopoly Fox, CNN etc
news media under the phony two party system cheerfully let the Goldman Sachs people on their staffs design
the budget -- so that the National Debt is so big and growing at compound interest that what we put into
government is also never comes back to us, having been diverted to service the public debt. You see, when the
elite sit down for a game of Monopoly, they play to win. So the foreign trade sector is also out of balance,
taking in money that we have gone into debt to give them, and never sending any back. How can you do that.
The elite own all the gold just like they own everything else. If we get gold from them for our economy -which they want us to do, because then our debt obligations will have to be settled in gold even though what
we borrowed as only "paper" -- we will have to borrow the gold from them at interest to get the gold to pay
them in gold. Everyone who is for a gold system is either ignorant and too trusting or else an agent of the gold
monopolists. Credit is like water -- everybody should have some. Note the spread of interest rates which the
elite international loop enjoys and compare it with the high rates at which we, as prisoners of the Lower Loop
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must pay to borrow. This equilibrium where savings equals investment and prices adjust so that all markets
clear, never happens under usury. Usury prevents the mechanisms described by Say from reaching the evenly
rotating or equilibrium state. The law is violated however when the interest component of business costs do
not find their way back to domestic economy Business receipts. See the next diagram. Here is what is really
happening: And here is what we can make happen: Owl said to me the other day that there are so many people
making different kinds of things with so many different kinds of machines and so many different kinds of
things that go into the things we buy that we have to have Buying Tokens to make it all work. The buying
tokens pay people for working. In bigger words the entrepreneur must have the market price signals to decide
which things to produce and how to make them so he can most profitably satisfy the people spending the
tokens they earn. Now we all can think when thinking is important and nothing is more important than
everyone getting all the food and clothing and pretty houses and other nice things that they want to be happy
and to help the people they love to be happy too. What is going wrong today and what can fix it is easy to
understand if you ask the right questions and then think about the answers to these questions. There are only
three big questions that we need to answer before we can fix everything up the way it is supposed to be. This
is how Mr. Owl explained it to me: This tribute to Mr. What are the answers to these questions? Let me tell
you. Thin Air, for allowing people to first-spend thin-air tokens, exacts tribute in return. Since that time the
Thin Air tribe have gained control of the world, simply by the power of introducing thin-air spending tokens
and conferring the power to be first spenders on condition of repayment in toil-money plus usury. Thin Air has
lots of reasons why he should hold on to his thin-air power monopoly. Thin Air gives for monopolizing
thin-air powers is that governments cannot be trusted not to create too much thin-air money. Thin originally
envisioned when the contract with Mr. Thin calls this reason, the "anti-inflationist" argument. In addition to
being "anti-inflation," we should not, and for the same reason, Mr. Mr Thin Air and all of his ancestors
through the centuries, like to convince people that the thin-air power should be tied to gold reserves because
such an arrangement in always deflationary in the long run. With thin-air power tied to the amount of gold in
vaults as arbitrary an arrangement as any other charlatan money scheme there will never be deflation which to
reduce the purchasing power of the future loan payments he receives from Mr. However, as economies, being
organic things, usually grown if not mistreated too badly, Mr. Of all things in this universe Mr. Thin hates and
fears the Social Credit idea that American populists are just beginning to discover from the writings men who
went up against the Thin-Air Money Dynasty in past ages of economic depression brought on by Mr. Thin
Airs favorite policies. Under social credit, the government takes over the thin-air function and provides
first-spending power to each person of each household. Under social credit, then, there is no tribute, no debt
slavery. Now you understand social credit. Note the Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane wants you to send this
letter from him far and wide, so that we can all come to agreement that this is the best way of fixing the things
that are wrong today. Social Credit is better. Which system would you rather have? The international bankers
have monopoly of credit. They keep the credit tight to maximize loan income and the value of their debt
portfolios. Unfortunately keeping the money supply tight means that the corporations they invest their money
in and buy stock in do not have customers. So, hiring Israeli intelligence they pay for a false-flag attack in
New York sky skrapers so they can have a war and a great need for anti-terrorism measures which their
defense corporations can cater profitably, solving the problem of insufficient purchasing power to buy their
products. The government has debt-free treasury money that it creates without borrowing from international
bankers. Let housewives again decide what this country will make. Social credit is the death knell for both
finance capitalism and socialism and the welfare state. There can be no free market system with consumer
sovereignty without social credit. Their can only be poverty and war without Social Credit. You are just a debt
slave living at the sufferance of the elite. Handing out money to average people might work if it was just done
as stimulus in small to medium amounts, But too much for too long would devalue the money and stop some
people from working. That is, it would have velocity. But also if you withdraw money a removal of M from
circulation either P will go down or Q will go down. That is the problem of deflation. But there is something
else -- another fact that comes into play. Velocity may increase -- if people were paid every week instead of
every two weeks that would increase velocity by some. But something else comes into play that is the root of
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our problems. That something is usury. But let consider the nature of loans, money creation and interest. But
what happens when money is taken out of circulation and put in a mattress --or taken out of the country. Only
now are we ready to understand the true effect of the claw of interest slavery -- the true cost of usury. The
alternative of course is social credit. The libertarians and conservatives and the people educated by
high-school education disc jockey Glenn Beck and Freemason Statanist conspirator Ron Paul and Celente and
Alex Jones etc. I hope I have persuaded you of the life and death importance of this analysis and the cure. I am
not an original thinker -- but I do have the gift of detecting falsehood, finding the problem in systems,
evaluating solutions that others have offered to see if they really address the problem or not. I have sacrificed
my life to gain the knowledge I have -- and to reach you with it. I beg you to take seriously the possibility that
there is something good in this for all of us.
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Chapter 2 : Vintage Inspirations:
The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane.. is a sweet story about Mrs. Pig who never receives any mail. All the other folks
who live on Bayberry Lane receive mail regularly. The little mailman worries about this and decides he knows how to fix
it.

Not a voice mail. And especially not a plea for your money or your vote. But a letterâ€”in which someone sat
down, thoughtfully considered what they wanted to say, got out a pen and paper, and wrote to you in
longhand? I grew up in the world of letter writing. The s were simpler and less complicated. The only phone
that rang was on the hallway table, and it had neither an extension nor an answering machine. Since we lived
in the British West Indies, we had no television: We could hear the birds sing through the always-open
windows and across the street was the park where we played and on whose sidewalks we roller skated. On a
normal day my parents would receive letters from the Missionary Board our employers in the States and
maybe a magazine. On good days, we received personal mail. On extra special days, I got a letter from my
sister in Minnesota, who had left Trinidad to attend high school when I was seven. I examined each air mail
envelope with its red and blue rectangles around the edge. The paper was usually light blue and in the upper
right-hand corner were stamps: We now and then received letters from missionary friends in Africa, Egypt, or
Europe. Letters took about two weeks to reach America, and interminably long to arrive from anywhere else.
But they came, like friends dropping in for a visit. Mail was our lifeline. We could call long-distance, of
course, but only in dire emergencies. But in those days before cell phones and computers, mail was the only
way to communicate with family and friends. The little mailman was a chipmunk who delivered letters to his
animal neighbors. Some neighbors received lots of letters and some only a few. One neighbor never got any
letters. The little mailman organized a letter writing campaign which cheered up the lonely neighbor
immeasurably and brought everyone together. Come to think of it, this little book is probably one of the
reasons I write lots of letters and cards today. I love to hear from someone months, maybe years, later, telling
me how my letter came at just the right moment or that my card was just what they needed at the time. Mail is
very important to me now because it is so personal. Mass mailers know this. One charity onto whose mailing
list I was somehow unfortunately added even hires minimum wagers to hand write the address. They use real
stamps, colored envelopes that look like a Hallmark card, and home return addresses to cajole you into
opening it. A personal letter means that somebody is thinking about you and wants you to know. Personal
letters are rare, for one thing. There is no accidental copying it to a third party. There are no emojis decorating
every other thought, as though words were so difficult to create that our society has to communicate with
pictures. There is no ugly swearing or obscenity. Just simple words created for you. Above all, it is personal.
The handwriting may be untidy, but it is unique to the sender. Perhaps the message is the same time after time,
but, even so, it is for you. How are you doing? Aunt Hilda just had hip replacement surgery. Our dog had
pups. When can you come and see me? How was your trip to Budapest? She always used a fine point pen and
could get more words on a sheet of paper than anyone else. After all, postage was expensive. When, as a
teenager, I lived in Seattle and they in Jamaica, their letters were a lifeline to me. The main body of the letter
was typed, but before it concluded, each of them wrote a paragraph or two in their distinctive handwriting
which I knew so well. I still remember one letter she wrote while flying across the USA. All my life I got
personal letters. In college I met a captivating blonde with a knockout smile who stole my heart. For two years
we wrote letters each summer while separated, she in California and I traveling. She, too, was a faithful letter
writer. The two are inseparable. Sending a text or email is fast and convenient, after all. I will admit that
Facebook and the social media are fun and useful. I still love writing and receiving letters. Every week I drop
notes and cards to people around the country. It just occurs to me that God has written letters, also: The Bible
is filled with all kinds of literature. The true value of letters now stands revealed:
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The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane has 24 ratings and 4 reviews. The Little Mailman, a chipmunk, leads a charming
cast of animal characters, in a story.

Chapter 4 : Ian Munn | LibraryThing
out of 5 stars The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane My grandmother would read this book to me while she was sick in
bed dying with cancer. When I saw it for sale, I knew that I had to have it to read to my own children.

Chapter 5 : Vintage Whitman Tell A Tale Book Lot | #
Save the little mailman of bayberry lane to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. + Items in search results
The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane by Ian Munn-Illustrated by Elizabeth Webbe.

Chapter 6 : Ian Munn (Author of The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane)
The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane - The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane is an adorable little hardcover children's
book, written by Ian Munn and illustrated by Elizabeth Webb. This book was published in by Rand McNally & Company
in Chicago.

Chapter 7 : The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane by Ian Munn | LibraryThing
Little Golden Books-The Mailman of Bayberry Lane Find this Pin and more on childrens' books/illustrations by Beverly
Armani. The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane is an adorable little hardcover children's book, written by Ian Munn and
illustrated by Elizabeth Webb.

Chapter 8 : The Little Mailman of Bayberry Lane by Ian Munn | LibraryThing
The Little Mail Man of Bayberry Lane On a recent day, Hamlin and I decided to play "The Little Mailman of Bayberry
Lane." This has been one of our most favorite "old books" since my children were small.

Chapter 9 : Monologue by Amanda Andreasen Philbeck | J. Murrey Atkins Library | UNC Charlotte
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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